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The Definitive Guide to Interwoven TeamSite (Definitive Guides)Apress, 2006

	Adigital flood is upon us. Content inundates us. It begins as bits of content swirling everywhere—a document, an image, a written corporate procedure, a web page, or an email. The binary mist mixes, combines, and rains down on us. It pools in laptops, on desktops, and in server farms. Creeks and streams meander to corporate reservoirs....
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Solar Variability and Planetary Climates (Space Sciences Series of ISSI)Springer, 2007

	This book provides an updated overview of the processes determining the influence of solar forcing on climate. It discusses in particular the most recent developments regarding the role of aerosols in the climate system and the new insights that could be gained from the investigation of terrestrial climate analogues. The book’s...
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RT EssentialsO'Reilly, 2005
In a typical organization, there's always plenty that to do  such as: pay vendors, invoice customers, answer customer inquiries, and fix bugs  in hardware or software. You need to know who wants what and keep track of what  is left to do.

This is where a ticketing system comes in. A ticketing  system...
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The Career Programmer: Guerilla Tactics for an Imperfect WorldApress, 2002
See what reviewers at Slashdot.org have to say about this book! 

	Conquer the problems that all professional programmers routinely face, regardless of language, operating system, or platform 
	Improve your ability to deliver solid code, on time and under budget, in even the most uncooperative...
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The The Internal Medicine Casebook: Real Patients, Real AnswersLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2007
The basis for an internal medicine casebook originated several years ago, born of my conviction that house staff and students are stimulated and motivated best when their learning is focused on real patients. Steps were taken, therefore, to augment the patient-oriented instruction of our house staff and students. This was...
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Civil Resistance and Violent Conflict in Latin America: Mobilizing for Rights (Studies of the Americas)Palgrave Macmillan, 2019

	This book explores distinct forms of civil resistance in situations of violent conflict in cases across Latin America, drawing important lessons learned for nonviolent struggles in the region and beyond. The authors analyse campaigns against armed actors in situations of internal armed conflict, against private sector companies that seek to...
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Mastering Financial Accounting Essentials: The Critical Nuts and Bolts (Wiley Finance)John Wiley & Sons, 2009
An indispensable hands-on guide to financial accounting
    In light of recent accounting scandals, it is critical that all financial practitioners understand and play by the rules of the accounting field. Starting from the assumption that the reader is not familiar with any accounting jargon, Mastering Financial Accounting...
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Pragmatic Software Testing: Becoming an Effective and Efficient Test ProfessionalJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
A hands-on guide to testing techniques that deliver reliable software and systems
   

   Testing even a simple system can quickly turn into a potentially infinite task. Faced with tight costs and schedules, testers need to have a toolkit of practical techniques combined with hands-on experience and the right strategies...
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Engineering Fundamentals of the Internal Combustion EnginePrentice Hall, 1997

	This applied thermoscience book covers the basic principles and applications of various types of internal combustion engines. Explores the fundamentals of most types of internal combustion engines with a major emphasis on reciprocating engines. Covers both spark ignition and compression ignition engines as well as those operating on...
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Auditor Essentials (Internal Audit and IT Audit)Routledge, 2018

	
		Internal auditors must know many concepts, techniques, control frameworks, and remain knowledgeable despite the many changes occurring in the marketplace and their profession. This easy to use reference makes this process easier and ensures auditors can obtain needed information quickly and accurately. This book consists of 100...
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Conformal Array Antenna Theory and Design (IEEE Press Series on Electromagnetic Wave Theory)John Wiley & Sons, 2006
This publication is the first comprehensive treatment of conformal antenna arrays from an engineering perspective. There are journal and conference papers that treat the field of conformal antenna arrays, but they are typically theoretical in nature. While providing a thorough foundation in theory, the authors of this publication provide readers...
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Mayo Clinic Internal Medicine Review, Eighth EditionInforma Healthcare, 2008

	Medical advances have been occurring at breathtaking speed, with diagnostic and treatment options becoming available for conditions for which none previously existed. However, several aspects of health care remain the same. Patients continue to rely heavily on clinicians for help in understanding the burgeoning evidence in medical research...
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